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Abstract
This work describes an ongoing effort, initiated in early 1990s, in the development of a finite element
analysis system, called FEMOOP, based on the object-oriented programming (OOP) paradigm. The over-
all class organization of the program will be presented and the main features will be thoroughly discussed.
One important feature is the capability of treating multi-dimension finite element models in the same ob-
ject oriented, generic fashion. This is accomplished through the definition of two OOP classes: Analysis
Model and Shape. The former is responsible for handling the specific aspects related to the differential
equation that governs the element behavior, while the latter deals with the geometric and field interpo-
lation aspects of the element. Another interesting feature of FEMOOP is the generic handling of natural
boundary conditions. This is implemented through the automatic creation of fictitious elements responsi-
ble for translating these boundary conditions into nodal coefficients of the solution matrices and forcing
vectors. These elements are instances (objects) of a class called Load Element. At the global level, an-
other class (Control) is responsible for the implementation of the algorithm that controls the analysis of
the problem, from which a derived class, called Equilibrium Path, handles the different path-following
methods implemented in the program.
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1 Introduction

The application of object-oriented concepts to finite element programming has been receiving great at-
tention over the last years [1]. The major advantage of adopting an object-oriented approach is that the
program expansion is more simple and natural, as new implementations have a minimum impact in the
existing code. Thus, the reuse of code is maximized. Moreover, compared to the classical, structured pro-
gramming, the use of the object-oriented programming leads to a more close integration between theory
and computer implementation.

The object-oriented programming (OOP) is particularly useful in the development of large and complex
programs, as the finite element systems that should handle different element types, constitutive models
and analysis algorithms. However, to take full advantage of the object-oriented approach, it is required a
thorough understanding of the methodology employed and an extensive effort in program organization.

The aim of this work is to describe an ongoing effort in the development of a finite element analysis
system based on the object-oriented programming paradigm. The overall architecture of this system,
called FEMOOP, as well as some important classes will be thoroughly discussed. Moreover, some aspects
related to the development of the program over the past ten years will also be addressed.

2 Object-Oriented Concepts

The consumer-supplier (or master-slave) paradigm in programming may help understanding the concepts
of OOP [2]. The programming activity may be divided in two major roles: a consumer and a supplier.
In the present context, a global FEM algorithm may be seen as playing a consumer’s role. For example,
the assemblage of the global stiffness matrix requests (as a consumer) the services of specific routines
that compute individual finite element stiffness matrices. The routines that compute these matrices are
the suppliers to the global algorithm. There are several suppliers, one for each type of finite element.

In a conventional (procedural) programming, the global algorithm is responsible for choosing functions
that operate properly on the data that is managed by itself. Therefore, consumer has full visibility to the
supplier’s procedures and to the data that is required to perform the actions. Consumer decides how each
action has to be performed, calling a specific routine for each type of element. The pseudo-code below
illustrates the assembling of a global stiffness matrix in a conventional programming:

ForEachElementInTheModelDo {
switch( TypeOfElement ) {
case T3:
ComputeStiffnessT3( dataT3, stiffnessT3 );
AssembleInGlobalMatrix( dataT3, stiffnessT3 );
break;

case Q4:
ComputeStiffnessQ4( dataQ4, stiffnessQ4 );
AssembleInGlobalMatrix( dataQ4, stiffnessQ4 );
break;

case T6:
ComputeStiffnessT6( dataT6, stiffnessT6 );
AssembleInGlobalMatrix( dataT6, stiffnessT6 );
break;

case ...:
}
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A major problem in this algorithm is that for each new type of element that is created, one case statement
has to be added to it. This would happen in all global algorithms that depend on the type of the supplier
(element). This means that a common task such as adding a new element type affects the entire program
code.

One of the main concepts in OOP, called Encapsulation, changes the consumer-supplier relationship in
a global algorithm. Encapsulation means that a consumer sees only the services that are available from
a supplier, which in this context is called an object. Therefore, the consumer does not need to know
how those services are implemented. As a consequence, only the supplier need to have visibility into
the object’s data and to its specific procedures. In a sense, OOP creates a fence protecting the supplier’s
data, encapsulating it. The access to specific object’s procedures is performed in a generic and abstract
fashion. These generic procedures are called methods. The methods represent the behavior of an object
and constitute its external interface.

The pseudo-code of the global algorithm for assembling a global stiffness matrix in an OOP fashion is
illustrated below:

ForEachElementInTheModelDo {
elementObj->ComputeStiffness( stiffmatrixObj );
globalmatrixObj->AssembleInMatrix( stiffmatrixObj );
}

In this pseudo-code, ComputeStiffness is a generic method of an abstract element object, while Assem-
bleInMatrix is a method of a global matrix object. The first method returns an abstract stiffness matrix
object, which is passed to the second method. The global algorithm does not have direct access to the
object’s data because they are hidden inside the object. The supplier, in this example, has only references
to the objects, which will know how to manipulate the appropriate data in their specific implementa-
tions of the generic methods. One may observe that the OOP version of the algorithm for assembling a
global stiffness matrix does not change at all when a new type of element is created. This is an important
characteristic for programs that evolve incrementally such as a finite element analysis program.

The responsibility for choosing the operator (procedure) that is type compatible with the kind of operand
(data) has moved from the consumer to the supplier. The consumer decides only which operation has
to be performed, calling generically an object’s method. An object, through its class, is responsible for
choosing a specific procedure, to consult its data, and to perform the desired action.

In a simplified view, a Class is a set of methods and templates of data. An Object is an instance of
a class. Consumer deals only with global algorithms and abstract data types, calling methods (generic
procedures) that manipulate objects. Supplier deals with the procedures that implement the methods of a
class and its objects. Each object contains a set of state attributes stored in its data.

Another important concept in OOP is Inheritance. This concept is not available in conventional program-
ming. Inheritance refers to new classes that inherit methods and data templates. Inheritance is a natural
consequence of Encapsulation because the supplier may do any sort of data and procedure manipulation
inside its class, as long as it performs a consistent and desired task for the consumer.

In OOP, a class may be derived from another class, which is called a base class. In this derivation,
only the specific procedures and data that differentiate the derived class from the base class need to be
implemented. The derived class uses the implementation of procedures and data that are common to the
base class. This is also important for an incremental programming. Common tested procedures do not
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need to be copied to the derived class, and modifications in the procedures will automatically affect both
classes. Therefore, Inheritance maximizes code reusability.

Another important concept in OOP, called Polymorphism, is a consequence of Inheritance. The consumer
may handle instances (objects) of derived classes in the same manner. Thus, the objects of different
derived classes are also treated as objects of the base class. For example, in the OOP pseudo-code shown
above, all the finite element objects are declared as objects of the most generic base class.

3 Finite Element Programming

Before presenting the class organization of the FEMOOP program it is important to note that the com-
putations carried out in a nonlinear finite element analysis occur at three distinct levels: the structure
level, the element level, and the integration point level. The structure (or global) level corresponds to the
algorithms used to analyze the problem (e.g., linear static, linearized buckling, linear dynamic, nonlinear
path-following, and nonlinear dynamic). These algorithms are implemented in terms of global vectors
and matrices, and do not depend on the types of elements and materials used in the analysis.

The main task performed at the element level is the computation of element vectors and matrices (e.g.,
internal force vector and stiffness matrix) required to assembly the global vectors and matrices, which
are used by the analysis algorithms. The computation of these vectors and matrices is completely inde-
pendent of the algorithm used to (globally) analyze the model.

The communication between the global and the element level occurs in the two directions. The upward
direction corresponds to the computation of the global vectors and matrices summing up the element
contributions, and the downward direction corresponds to the extraction of the element displacements
from the global displacement vector. These communications tasks are carried out using nodal degrees of
freedom and element connectivity.

Finally, the computation of stress vector and tangent constitutive matrices is carried out at the integration
point level. These quantities are used in the computation of the element vectors and matrices, but they
do not depend on the element formulation, provided the basic input data for stress computation are strain
components.

4 The FEMOOP System

The overall class organization of the FEMOOP system is depicted in Figure 1, where all shown rela-
tionships are of type “has a.” According to the previous discussion, the global level is represented by
the Control and Finite Element Model (FEM) classes, as well as by the three post-processing classes:
Smoothing, Error, and Design Sensitivity Analysis (DSA).

Control is an abstract base class that provides a common interface for the algorithms used to analyze
the problem, while each particular algorithm is a derived class that implements specific methods such as
Initialize (to compute the nodal d.o.f., the number of equations, etc.) and Solve (to execute the required
analysis procedure). The current hierarchy of the Control class is shown in Figure 2. The relationships
in this hierarchy are of type “derived from.” It can be seen that until now much of the work has been
focused on nonlinear analysis of static problems, which is performed by the Equilibrium Path class.

On the other hand, the Finite Element Model class represents the numerical discretization of the model
into finite elements. Thus, it stores references to a list of objects of Node class (the nodes of the mesh),
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Figure 1: Overall class organization.
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Figure 2: Control class hierarchy.

to a list of objects of Element class (the elements of the mesh), to a list of objects of Material class (the
different materials used in the model), and to a list of objects of Load Element class (fictitious elements
that transfer the natural boundary conditions from elements to nodes).

The main tasks of the Finite Element Model class are to compute the nodal d.o.f., to assemble the global
vectors and matrices used by the analysis algorithms, to update nodal displacements, and to print com-
puted results after convergence. Moreover, during the result computation it also calls, if necessary, the
methods of the post-processing classes: Smoothing, Error, and Design Sensitivity Analysis, which are
used for stress smoothing, discretization error assessment, and sensitivity computation, respectively.

Node class basically stores the nodal data read from the input file (coordinates, springs, support condi-
tions, and concentrated loads), as well as some variables computed during the program execution, as the
nodal d.o.f. and the current displacements. It also provides a number of methods to query and to update
the stored data.

Material is an abstract base class that provides a generic interface to handle the different materials
(derived classes) available in the program, which includes some elastic (e.g., isotropic, Cosserat, and
Winkler foundation), and elasto-plastic materials (e.g., Tresca, von Mises, Mohr-Coulomb, and Drucker-
Prager). The basic objective of these classes is to store the material properties read from an input file and
to provide a number of methods to query these properties.

Element is an abstract base class that defines the generic behavior of a finite element. The main tasks
performed by an object of the Element class are the indication of the number and direction of the active
nodal d.o.f., the computation of the element vectors (e.g., internal force) and matrices (e.g., stiffness
matrix), and the computation of the element responses (e.g., stresses).

The OOP hierarchy of the Element class is partially depicted in Figure 3, where it can be seen that exten-
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Figure 3: Element class hierarchy.

sive use of Inheritance and Polymorphism has been carried out, allowing a great amount of code reuse.
To give an example, the geometrically nonlinear elements were implemented through the derivation of
the basic element classes, avoiding the reimplementation of the linear terms. The implemented features
include continuum, bar (trusses and frames), and shell elements (2D and 3D integration). It is important
to note that a number of elements derived from the Parametric class (e.g., DKT and DKQ plate elements)
and Shell 3D class (e.g., Huang-Hinton and MITC4 elements) were not shown in Figure 3 to keep the
presentation clear.

One important characteristic of the FEMOOP system is the capability to handle multi-dimensional fi-
nite element models in the same object-oriented generic form. To explain the adopted approach, it is
interesting to consider the computation of the stiffness matrix (

�
) of a linear continuum element:

���������
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where
�

is the strain-displacement matrix,
�

is the constitutive (stress-strain) matrix,
� ���

is the determi-
nant of the Jacobian matrix,


is a coefficient related to the differential volume of the element (e.g.,


is

equal to the element thickness for plane stress problems), and $ is the weight of the integration point. It
should be noted that the form of this equation does not dependent on the element dimension (1D, 2D, or
3D), shape (triangular, quadrilateral, hexahedral, etc.), and interpolation order (linear, quadratic, or cu-
bic). Moreover, it is also independent of the particular differential equation (and of the related variational
statement) that governs the element behavior. To handle the different finite elements in a generic form,
each object of the Element class has references to objects of three important classes: Shape, Analysis
Model, and Integration Point.

Shape class holds the geometric and field interpolation aspects of the element (dimension, shape, number
of nodes, nodal connectivity, and interpolation order). It is an abstract base class that defines the generic
behavior of the different derived classes implemented in the program, which includes a number of 1D,
2D, and 3D parametric shapes with different interpolation orders. Shape class and its derived classes
provide methods to query the number of nodes and the element connectivity, to compute the shape
functions and their derivatives with respect to parametric coordinates, and to evaluate the Jacobian matrix
and the shape functions derivatives with respect to Cartesian coordinates.

On the other hand, Analysis Model class handles the aspects related to the differential equation that
governs the problem to be solved. It is an abstract base class that defines the generic behavior of the
different models implemented in the program, as the truss, frame, plane stress, plane strain, axisymmetric
solid, Winkler foundation, thin and thick plate, thick shell, and 3D solid models. Analysis Model derived
classes provide methods to query the number and nature of the active nodal d.o.f., as well as the number
and nature of the stresses/strains involved. They also provide methods to compute the


coefficient,
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to assemble the
�

and
�

matrices (and other matrices necessary to deal with geometrically nonlinear
problems), and to compute principal and equivalent stresses.

Finally, each Integration Point object holds the parametric coordinates and the corresponding weight used
for the numerical integration. Consider now the computation of the internal force vector ( � ), required for
a nonlinear analysis. For materially nonlinear problems, this vector can be written as

� � ��� � 	�� �� ������� � ��� ��
���! "

� 	�� �� ��� # �%$&�(' (2)

where the stress vector (
�

) is computed from the current strain vector ( � ). According to the above ex-
pression, the stresses need to be computed at each integration point. To perform this task, each object of
the Integration Point class has a reference to an object of the Constitutive Model class.

Constitutive Model is an abstract base class that provides a common interface to the different constitutive
relations implemented in the program, which include the linear elastic model, some nonlinear Winkler
foundation models, as well as different plasticity and damage models. The main methods of Constitutive
Model derived classes are the computation of the stress vector for a given strain vector and the evaluation
of the tangent

�
matrix, to be used in equation (1), from the initial

�
matrix and the current stress/strain

state. It should be noted that for plasticity and other models the stresses depend not only on the current
stress state, but also on the loading history. Therefore, some Constitutive Model derived classes store a
set of internal variables (e.g., plastic strains) and provide a method for update these variables after the
convergence of the path-following algorithm.

Load Element class was created to allow the generic consideration of natural boundary conditions and
body forces. It is an abstract class that provides a common interface for the different loading conditions
considered in the program. Moreover, this base class also implements the computation of consistent nodal
load vectors, and the application of the computed loads in the appropriate degrees of freedom.

Equation (3) illustrates the contribution of an element to a consistent nodal load vector ( � ). The contri-
bution of a distributed load ( � ) applied at the boundary ( � ) of a continuum element can be computed
from:

� ��� � � 	 � �� ����� � � ��� ��
���! �"

� 	 � �� ��� # ��$&�(' (3)

where
�

represents the matrix of the interpolation functions in the loaded boundary. As equation (1),
the form of this equation is independent of the element dimension, shape, interpolation order, and of
the differential equation of the particular problem. To perform this type of generic computation, each
Load Element object has references to one Shape object, to one Analysis Model object, and to a list of
Integration Point objects.

The Shape object in this computation is responsible for the computation of shape functions and of
� ���

, the
Analysis Model object performs the assemblage of the

�
matrix and the computation of the


coefficient,

while the Integration Point objects are used for the numerical integration of the equivalent nodal loads.
The appropriate Shape object is automatically created by the program based on the type of the Load
Element (e.g., side load, surface load, and volume load) and on the Shape of the parent Element. Finally,
it should be noted that the computation of the � vector is performed by a method defined by each Load
Element derived class, and that these classes can also redefine the computation of the load vector in order
to allow the use of lumped loads or closed-form expressions.
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4.1 Historical note

The design and implementation of the FEMOOP system was initiated in early 1990s. Due to the lack
of standardization of the early versions of the C++ language, which compromises the portability of the
program, the implementation of the first version was performed in the C language using a discipline of
object-oriented programming [3, 4]. As this version was dedicated only to the linear structural analy-
sis, the attention was focused in the formulation of classes to compute the stiffness matrix of different
elements in a generic form. To this aim, classes Element, Analysis Model, Material, and Gauss (lately
substituted by Integration Point) were created.

A major enhancement in the C version of the program was performed to allow the solution of heat transfer
problems in the steady-state and transient conditions [5]. Thus, an Algorithm class (lately substituted by
Control class) was created to handle the different analysis procedures, while the Shape and Load Element
classes were created to allow the generic computation of the external load vector for different loading
conditions (distributed forces, heat flow, etc.). Finally, in order to use the program for adaptive analysis,
an Error class was created to compute the discretization errors using different smoothing procedures
[6, 7].

The C version was important to validate the use of the object-oriented concepts in the finite element
programming. However, the lack of a formal mechanism for implementing Inheritance, Polymorphism,
and Encapsulation in the C language, was recognized since the beginning as a major drawback of this
approach. As the structure of C++ language became more stable, and its compilers more efficient and
available at different computer platforms (e.g., PCs, Unix workstations), a shift from C to C++ was
performed.

This occurred at the same time that the program was expanded to deal with the materially nonlinear
problems [8]. These efforts resulted in the creation of the Node class, in modifications in the Gauss
class, and in the creation of the Constitutive Model class. Moreover, the Algorithm class was eliminated
and substituted by the Control class, that handles the different solution procedures, as well as the Finite
Element Model class that computes the global vectors and matrices used by the Control class. Finally, the
Equilibrium Path class was created as a derived class of the Control class in order to handle the different
path-following methods implemented in the program.

FEMOOP system has been used as the computational platform for different researches, including the
modeling of strain localization using generalized continuum theories [9], the nonlinear analysis of con-
crete structures including size effects and heterogeneity [10], the shape optimization of nonlinear con-
tinuum structures [11], the adaptive analysis and shape optimization of free-form shells [12], and the
analysis of plates with unilateral contact constraints [13]. These implementations resulted in the substi-
tution of the Gauss class by the Integration Point class (including other integration schemes) and in the
creation of the Design Sensitivity Analysis class to carry out the shape sensitivity computation.

FEMOOP has also been modified to implement parallel analyses, which can be performed using two dif-
ferent techniques: a domain decomposition technique or an element-by-element scheme [14, 15]. Finally,
the implementation of dynamic analysis is currently under way [16].

5 Concluding Remarks

It is important to note that, more than to create from scratch a complete finite element program to handle
all the possible element formulations, constitutive relations, and solution procedures, the main objective
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of the FEMOOP project was to devise a basic computational platform to be used in research works
developed in the Department of Civil Engineering of PUC-Rio and in the Computational Mechanics
Laboratory, Polytechnic School, University of São Paulo.

The object-oriented programming paradigm was adopted due to the intrinsic incremental nature of the de-
velopment of such a system, and to the increasing complexity of the program as new features (elements,
constitutive models, and analysis algorithms) are incorporated in the system. Moreover, as discussed
in the previous sections, the use of the object-oriented programming leads to a more close integration
between the finite element theory and the computer implementation, improving the program understand-
ability and easing the system documentation.

Now, with more than ten years from the beginning, it is possible to say that the FEMOOP project is
a succesful initiative, and that the use of the object-oriented techniques in finite element programming
brings real benefits. The experience with the FEMOOP development confirmed that the use of the OOP
paradigm strongly increases the system extendability and promotes code reuse. However, it should be
recognized that to obtain these benefits it is necessary a detailed study of the problems that need to be
solved and a careful work in the program organization.

The experience with the FEMOOP development has been shown that a well-designed class organization
accommodates the implementation of a large amount of new features in the program with none or only
minor changes in this organization. Moreover, the vast majority of the new implementations performed
in the system are the creation of derived classes from existing base classes or the creation of new methods
in existing classes. As a consequence, changes in the overall class organization are very rare.

However, this does not imply that the class organization has to be totally created before the program
implementation. In fact, the process adopted in the FEMOOP development was exactly the opposite,
with the class organization evolving as new features were included in the system, demonstrating that the
OOP is really adequate to the incremental developing, which is inherent to complex systems as the finite
element programs.
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